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not yet been forgotten when in 1068, long after his death,
this treasure was looted by the greedy Turkish troops together
with the rest of the contents of the storehouse of the Caliph
al-Mustansir.1
A man who could afford to make such a gift must have had
vast means at his disposal.
A third testimony shows that the economic capacity of the
firm was still practically unlimited in the year 1047. Following
the murder of his brother Abu Sa'd, Abu INasr, according to
Nasir-i-Khosrau,2 offered al-Mustansir nothing less for his
own security than a gift of 200,000 Maghribi dinars cash
for the Caliph's privy purse.3 The Caliph, it is true, did not
accept the offer, but its magnitude is symptomatic of the
firm's position.4
3. the political bise of ajbu sa'd
Abu Sard's relations with the Court, so far as we have seen,
had hitherto been purely economic and commercial; his duty
was to satisfy the Caliph's demands for rarities and the like.
But a decisive change took place in these relations upon the
death of az-Zahir. For on az-Zahirs demise in the year
1036 the regency of the realm was taken over, on behalf
of his seven-year-old successor al-^Iustansir, by the latter?s
1 When the Turks in 106S wished to sell the plundered articles by auction
the jewellers of Cairo were not even able to estimate their respective values.
 *	Op. cit., 55-6.
 *	The solvency of the firm of the Sahl Brothers is astonishing.  According
to Jbn  Mut/ossar, 3»  13, Abu  Xasr's entire fortune was subsequently
confiscated.     It  would be of importance for the economic historian to
gain   some    notion    of   the   magnitude    of   fortunes    in   the    Islamic
Middle Ages.    For conditions in Europe at the time   cf. Strieder, Zur
Genesis de$ modernen Ka.pitcilism.us, 1904 (contra Sombart;;   F. Schipper,
Anfaznge  des  Eapiialismus  bei  den  ab&ndlaendiscfien.  Juden,   1907 ;    R.
Haepke,   *" Die   Entstehung   der   grossen   buergerlichen   Vermoegen   im
Mittelalter " (Schmotters Jahrbuc.h, Bd. 29, pp. 235-271).
 *	That both these Jews also assisted their co-religionists, contributing;
generously to the  support of the poor, appears from the Geniza texts.
Cf. Mmm, Texts, 373.

